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This article reports on the fabrication and characterization of wafer fused heterojunctions between
p-InP and p-GaAs. Secondary ion mass spectroscopy was used to characterize doping profiles
across the interface as well as the interface contamination with oxygen or carbon. The crystalline
quality of the fused material was characterized using cross section and plan-view transmission
electron microscopy. The electrical properties of the fused interface were studied as a function of
various doping elements such as Be and Zn in InP or Zn and C in GaAs as well as for different
acceptor concentrations in GaAs. Finally, the electrical characteristics were analyzed using a
numerical model that includes thermionic emission and tunneling across the heterobarrier. © 1998
American Institute of Physics. @S0021-8979~98!04002-X#

INTRODUCTION

The technique of wafer fusion is a viable processing tool
to combine semiconductor materials independent of their lattice constant. It removes the limitation to lattice matched
materials given by epitaxial growth techniques and opens a
new degree of freedom for the design of semiconductor devices. In contrast to similar techniques, such as epitaxial lift
off or silicon/silicon dioxide bonding, wafer fusion ~or
‘‘bonding by atomic rearrangement’’! does not involve any
foreign material at the interface. Instead, both materials are
directly joined together and covalent bonds are formed on
either side of the fused interface. The electrical and optical
properties of wafer fused heterojunctions are very similar to
those of epitaxially grown interfaces. This enabled the fabrication of novel devices such as the silicon heterointerface
photodetector,1,2 wafer fused vertical cavity lasers
~VCSELs!,3,4 resonant cavity photodetectors,5 or transparent
substrate light emitting diodes.6,7
Wafer fusion has been around for several years and has
been applied to a variety of materials. Liau et al.8 were the
first to fuse III–V based optoelectronic devices to silicon or
GaAs substrates, a technique that has been adopted by many
groups.9–11 The fusion of InP and GaAs has attracted a lot of
interest in the recent years because of its very successful use
in the fabrication of long wavelength VCSELs.12,13 Wafer
fused GaAs/InP VCSELs benefit from the high index contrast and good thermal properties of AlGaAs/GaAs Bragg
mirrors as well as from the high optical quality of InP-based
active layers in the 1.3–1.55-mm-wavelength regime. Submilliampere threshold currents and high temperature operation above 100 °C have been demonstrated with doublefused VCSELs.14 These lasers involve two fused InP/GaAs
interfaces inside the optical cavity demonstrating the excela!
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lent electrical and optical properties that can be achieved
with wafer fusion.
The transport of carriers across the GaAs/InP heterojunction is a major concern for electrically driven, fused VCSELs. A low electrical resistance is essential to reduce heating close to the active region, which would otherwise result
in a significant redshift of the optical gain. VCSELs are particularly susceptible to this effect because their performance
is critically dependent on the overlap of the optical gain with
the single longitudinal cavity mode.15 Active layer heating
also increases the already high nonradiative loss mechanisms
at a long wavelength resulting in a high threshold gain and
low quantum efficiency.
The electrical properties of InP/GaAs junctions have
been characterized previously by I(V) measurements16 and
admittance spectroscopy.17 Experimental I – V curves of
n-InP/n-GaAs interfaces could be described using a simple
thermionic emission model.16 An effective electron barrier,
which is closely related to the conduction band discontinuity,
could be determined from the measured I – V curves. However, the model failed to describe the experimental I(V)
characteristics of the p-InP/p-GaAs junctions. The p-p
fused interfaces were found to be highly resistive for hole
transport and the experimental results did neither agree with
the thermionic emission theory nor the admittance spectroscopy results.
In this work, we focused specifically on the fabrication
and characterization of low resistive wafer fused
p-InP/p-GaAs heterojunctions. The fused junctions were
seen as an integrated part of the electrically driven vertical
cavity devices implying the simultaneous optimization of
electrical and optical properties. Special attention was devoted to find a trade-off between high acceptor concentrations for improved hole transport and the below-band gap
absorption in p-GaAs and p-InP.18 The crystalline quality of
the fused interfaces was analyzed using cross section and
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plan view high resolution transmission electron microscopy
~HRTEM!. The electrical properties were systematically
studied as function of the GaAs hole concentration. I – V
curves were measured in a temperature range between
2150 °C and room temperature. Different doping elements
for GaAs ~Zn and C! and InP ~Zn and Be! were compared
with special emphasis on the diffusion behavior and its impact on the I – V characteristics. The actual doping profiles
after fusion as well as possible interface contamination were
characterized by secondary ion mass spectroscopy ~SIMS!.
Finally, a comprehensive model was developed to describe
the measured I – V curves. Thermionic emission as well as
drift diffusion and tunneling effects were taken into account
to describe the experimental results.

FIG. 1. SIMS analysis across a wafer-fused GaAs:Zn/InP:Zn heterojunction.
Solid line: oxygen signal, dashed line: Phosphorous, dotted line arsenic.

EXPERIMENT

For this study, a set of 1-mm-thick Zn and C-doped
GaAs layers was grown on ~100! exact oriented GaAs:Zn
substrates. The doping levels for each element were 1
31018, 531018, and 131019 cm23. The samples were fused
to pieces of the same InP wafer consisting of a 0.3-mm-thick
p-InP fusion layer grown on top of a 0.3 mm GaInAs/0.5 mm
InP/0.4 mm GaInAs etch stop structure on a ~100! oriented
InP substrate. The fusion layer was Zn doped to a level of
p5131018 cm23. Additionally, the C-doped GaAs samples
were fused to a Be-doped InP sample of otherwise identical
structure. The Be-doped sample was grown by chemical
beam epitaxy ~CBE! at 480 °C, all other samples were grown
by low pressure metal organic vapor phase epitaxy ~LPMOVPE! at 680 °C.
Prior to fusion, the samples were cleaved to 10
312-mm-sized pieces in order to mark the original orientation on the wafer. The average surface roughness, measured
by atomic force microscopy ~AFM! of both materials was
typically below 1 nm. An array of 10-mm-wide 0.3-mm-deep
channels with a pitch of 150 mm was etched through the InP
surface to the first GaInAs etch-stop layer. Such channels
have been found to improve the quality of the fused interface
by reducing the defect density in terms of voids or bubbles,
presumably by enhancing the transport of desorbed gases
from the interface.19 The cleaning procedure for GaAs and
InP surfaces started with an oxygen plasma treatment in order to remove hydrocarbons and to create a defined oxide
film. Subsequent oxide removal and cleaning was done in a
HF:HCl solution followed by NH4OH. Both samples were
brought into contact and aligned in the NH4OH solution
~‘‘wet bonding’’! without exposing them to air. The aligned
wafers were mounted in a stainless steel fixture applying a
pressure of 23106 Pa at room temperature. For the actual
fusion process, the samples were heated to 650 °C for 30 min
in a H2 atmosphere.
SIMS and I(V) measurements were performed on the
InP side of the fused samples. The InP substrate and the first
GaInAs etch-stop layer were removed by selective etching
using HCl:H2O ~3:1! and H3PO4:H2O2:H2O ~1:205:40!, respectively. For the electrical characterization, circular mesas
with a diameter of 280 mm were etched through the InP/
GaInAs/InP structure and the fused junction into the GaAs
sample. Two pairs of Au/Zn concentric ring contacts were
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 83, No. 2, 15 January 1998

deposited by electron beam evaporation on top and around
the mesas for I(V) measurements in a four probe geometry.
The contacts were annealed at 430 °C for 30 s in order to
restrict the diffusion of Zn to a few 100 nm.
SIMS ANALYSIS

In order to extract more information on the chemical
nature of the wafer fused interface, the samples were characterized by SIMS. Cesium ions were used for sputtering in
order to enable the detection of oxygen atoms. Figure 1 depicts the depths profile of the oxygen concentration of the
InP:Zn/GaAs:Zn sample. P and As traces were measured simultaneously to mark the exact position of the fused junction. The measurement shows a clear oxygen signal at the
interface. The calibrated oxygen concentration is 6
31019 cm23. Integration over the width of the oxygen peak
gives an oxygen area concentration of 2.531014 cm22. This
is less than the number of atoms in a lattice plane, which
confirms the absence of a homogeneous oxide film at the
interface.
Next the diffusion of Zn and Be across the fused interfaces was studied. Zn in InP and GaAs is known to diffuse at
high temperatures with a concentration dependent diffusion
coefficient.20,21 The typical situation for low resistive wafer
fused p- p junctions in electrically driven devices are relatively high doping levels around 131018 cm23 which are
exposed to a high temperature of 400–600 °C for several
min. Acceptor diffusion inside both materials and across the
interface has to be expected and might even be beneficial for
an effective hole transport by reducing the potential barrier
in the valence band. The Zn and C profiles across the InP:Zn/
GaAs:C (p5131019 cm23) interface are shown in Fig. 2.
The Indium is given as a marker for the different materials
involved. The curves clearly show a significant concentration
of both Zn and C at the interface. The zinc concentration
decreases on the InP side towards GaAs and rises sharply at
the fused junction. Similar Zn profiles are measured on the
InP:Zn/GaAs:Zn sample. Further diffusion of Zn into the
GaAs layer is observed with a Zn concentration of 1
31018 cm23 directly behind the heterojunction decreasing
by one order of magnitude at a depth of 300 nm in the GaAs
layer. The measured Zn profile is the combined result of two
Salomonsson et al.
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FIG. 4. HRTEM the interface ~cross section!.

FIG. 2. SIMS analysis of the dopant profiles across the InP:Zn/GaAs:C
interface.

effects: ~a! possible segregation of Zn at the surface during
growth and ~b! diffusion during the fusion process. For the
high doping levels and high temperatures, the second effect
is dominating. It should be noted that the SIMS measurements, by necessity, were performed before the contacts
were formed, and thus do not reflect a possible Zn diffusion
to the interface from the contacts. However, the application
of short annealing times minimizes such diffusion. Earlier
SIMS measurements show that this indiffusion is less than
two hundred nanometers, which corresponds well with values found in literature.22
Carbon has been shown to have a significantly lower
atomic diffusion coefficient in GaAs than other p-type
dopants.23,24 The detected high carbon interface levels of 1
31020 cm23 is therefore attributed mostly to residual hydrocarbons after surface cleaning or contamination during the
fusion process itself.
Be in GaAs is a slowly diffusing impurity except for the
highest concentrations.25 Be in GaP shows a small diffusion
length, but a strong redistribution at higher concentrations.26
Very little has been reported on the diffusion behavior of Be
in InP,27 but it seems reasonable to assume that it is lower
than for Zn also in this material. Figure 3 shows the Be
profile in the InP:Be/GaAs:C, p5131019 cm23 together
with the As and P signals throughout the entire structure
including the GaInAs etch-stop layer. Be shows a clear tendency to diffuse and accumulate at the fused interface as well
as at the epitaxial InP/GaInAs interfaces. The Be signal at

FIG. 3. SIMS profiles of Be, As, and In across the InP:Be/GaAs:C interface.
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the fused interface is about two orders of magnitude larger
than the bulk concentration, which is comparable to the accumulation of Zn. However, SIMS measurements on different spots on the wafer showed some lateral variations of the
Be concentration which make a direct comparison between
the behavior of Zn and Be difficult. The origin of the Be
accumulation at the fused interface could also be due to segregation during growth, however it has been shown28 that for
CBE this is only a problem for high growth temperatures.
TEM ANALYSIS

Figure 4 shows a @110# HRTEM image of the interface.
It is observed that the interface is constituted of perfect regions separated by dislocations ~arrowed!. The projection of
the Burgers vector is 1/2@ 1 – 10# . The average spacing between the interfacial dislocations is about 10 nm as it is
necessary to relax the 3.7% misfit between InP and GaAs.
Figure 5~a! is a plan-view image which was obtained
using the ~2–20! reflection and weak beam conditions. One
set of dislocations is visible. Another set is visible in the
~220!, ~400!, and ~040! reflections. The angle between the
two sets is 90°, and the network is schematicly represented in

FIG. 5. Plan-view image of the interface. ~a! ~2–20! weak beam image. ~b!
Schematic of the dislocations network. The Burgers vector of the dislocations composing set 1 is 1/2@ 1 – 10# and of set 2 is 1/2@ 110# .
Salomonsson et al.

Fig. 5~b!. The spacing between the dislocations is close to 10
nm. Those dislocations are not exactly edge dislocations.
Their line lies at about 10° from @110# and the angle between
their line direction and the Burgers vector is 80°. The selected area diffraction pattern indicates that a twist angle of
about 0.5° is present. It is usually assumed that wafer fusion
between InP and GaAs substrates will produce edge dislocations. However this is not exactly the case when a twist angle
even small is present. The geometry of the dislocation network when a twist is present can be understood. It is well
known that the mismatch of an epitaxial ~001! interface between two face cubic centered ~fcc! crystals having different
lattice parameters is accommodated by a square network of
edge dislocations. It is also known that the misorientation of
a ~001! twist boundary in fcc is accommodated by a square
network of screw dislocations. In both cases, the Burgers
vector of the dislocations composing the network are
1/2@ 110# and 1/2@ 11̄0 # . Therefore the misfit ~lattice mismatch! twist interface will be composed of dislocations having Burgers vectors 1/2@ 110# and 1/2@ 11̄0 # and having line
direction of the dislocations will be rotated of an angle h
from a pure misfit boundary @Fig. 5~b!#. Clearly h increases
as the twist angle increases. The precised description of the
geometry of the dislocation network in function of the misorientation between the two wafers as well as the complete
interpretation of the plan-view TEM image is given somewhere else.29
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERIZATION

The realization of p-GaAs/ p-InP heterojunctions with
high optical and electrical quality is one of the most critical
processing steps in the fabrication of wafer-fused VCSELs.
Contrary to n-n junctions, the carrier transport across p-p
junctions appears to be of high resistance and the measured
I – V curves can not be described with simple thermionic
emission theory. So far, the cause for the high hole resistance
is not known, but it is suspected, that it is related to interface
dislocations or contamination. The motivation for this work
was primarily to reduce the voltage drops at the wafer fused
p-p interface and to understand the transport mechanism
across the heterojunction.
The current–voltage characteristics of fused heterointerfaces have been measured between two contacts on the InP
mesas and two concentric contacts on the GaAs surface
around the mesas. The inner and outer contacts were connected to a current source while the resulting voltage drop
was measured on the contacts between. In this geometry, the
contact resistance, which is of the same order of magnitude
as the junction resistance here will be excluded. The InP side
was biased positive with respect to GaAs, which is referred
to as forward biasing.
The I – V curves for three different combinations of dopants are shown in Fig. 6. Good electrical conductance under
forward and reverse bias has been obtained in all three cases.
In fact, the voltage drops are the lowest ever reported for
wafer fused p-GaAs/p-InP heterojunctions. Zn and C-doped
GaAs gave the same low voltage drops under forward bias
when fused to Zn-doped InP, whereas somewhat higher valJ. Appl. Phys., Vol. 83, No. 2, 15 January 1998

FIG. 6. Current–voltage characteristics at room temperature at three different doping levels in GaAs: p51318 cm23 ~solid line!, p55318 cm23
~dashed line!, p51319 cm23 ~dotted line!, ~a! InP:Zn/GaAs:Zn, ~b!
InP:Zn/GaAs:C, and ~c! InP:Be/GaAs:C.

ues were obtained with the InP:Be sample @Fig. 6~c!#. Also
under reverse bias, the InP:Be/GaAs:C sample showed the
highest voltage drops, while both GaAs samples fused to
InP:Zn gave lower values. The cause for the high voltage
drops obtained with the InP:Be sample could be related to a
different diffusion behavior of Be in InP compared to Zn.
However, it appears to be more likely that the low growth
temperature in CBE, which has been used for this particular
sample, is responsible for the difference to the MOVPE
grown samples. At growth temperatures as low as 480 °C,
Salomonsson et al.
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the surface mobility of the growing species is low, which can
affect the crystalline quality of the grown layer, e.g., by the
incorporation of point defects. Other groups have observed
that epitaxial layers grown under comparable conditions
showed a blue shift in photoluminescence after wafer
fusion.30
The solid, dashed, and dotted lines in Figs. 6~a!–6~c!
show the impact of the doping level on the I – V characteristics. Independent of the dopant species, the lowest voltage
drops are obtained with the lowest GaAs hole concentration
of 131018 cm23 ~solid lines!. Increasing the doping level to
531018 cm23 ~dashed lines! resulted in a significantly
higher voltage drop under forward and, even more pronounced, under reverse bias. At the highest doping level of
131019 cm23 ~dotted lines!, the voltage drops reduced again
for the InP:Zn samples without reaching the low values of
the lowest doped samples. Here again, the InP:Be sample
behaved differently, although a systematic tendency was difficult to see because of large fluctuations over this particular
sample. The varying results are merely attributed to lateral
fluctuations in the epitaxial layer rather than an inhomogeneous wafer fusion. Figure 7 depicts the same series of I – V
curves measured in a temperature range of 150–350 K. All
samples showed the same exponential temperature dependence indicating no obvious differences in the carrier transport mechanism across the fused junctions.

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

Measured current–voltage curves are simulated numerically using a standard one-dimensional semiconductor driftdiffusion model that includes Fermi statistics as well as thermionic emission and tunneling at heterobarriers.31 To find
agreement with the measurement, the GaAs/InP band offset
and the interface charge density N f are varied. Figure 8
shows the results of the fit to the measurements in Fig. 6~a!.
The band edge steps from InP to GaAs are found to be 0.05
eV in the valence band and 0.12 eV in the conduction band.
These band offsets are used in the Richardson equation for
thermionic emission and they are within the range expected
from various models.32 An increase of the band offsets gives
an enhanced asymmetry of the current–voltage curves in Fig.
8. But the band offset alone does not result in the low current
measured. An additional barrier within the valence band is
required as formed by positive interface charges. The fitted
charge density N f is above 1012 cm22 and it saturates at
higher doping levels ~Fig. 8!. This interface charge behavior
explains the surprising dependence of the results in Figs. 6~a!
and 6~b! on the GaAs doping level. The nature of these
charged defects as well as their interaction with acceptors is
still unknown. The introduction of a single donor level at the
interface does not give correct results in the simulation.
Thus, several interacting energy levels are expected to be
involved. The effect of temperature variation on the current–
voltage curves ~Fig. 7! can be simulated by a slight increase
of N f with rising temperature.
772
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FIG. 7. Temperature dependent current voltage characteristics, ~a! InP:Zn/
GaAs:Zn, p5131018 cm23, ~b! InP:Zn/GaAs:C, p5531018 cm23, ~c!
InP:Be/GaAs:C, p5131019 cm23.

CONCLUSION

Record low voltage drops in the I – V characteristics of
wafer fused p-InP/p-GaAs heterojunctions were measured
using zinc and carbon as doping elements in GaAs. When
fused to InP:Zn, both dopants gave comparable electrical
properties. The SIMS results showed an accumulation of Zn
as well as C at the fused interface. Zn atoms are gettered at
the interface when diffusing from the high doped InP side
into GaAs. The concentration of accumulated Zn at the interface is sufficiently high to reduce the barrier in the valence
band and the corresponding voltage drop in the I – V characteristics. Carbon at the interface is believed to stem from the
chemical treatment of the samples prior to fusion since no
Salomonsson et al.

FIG. 8. Calculated current density vs voltage for different GaAs doping
levels N a : ~a! N a 5131018 cm23, N f 52.631012 cm2 2; ~b! N a 55
31018 cm23, N f 55.531012 cm22; ~c! N a 5131019 cm23, N f 55.5
31012 cm22 ~N f —positive interface charge density!. Common parameters
for all calculations: p-InP doping51e18 cm23, 10 nm center Nd layer,
DE v 50.05 eV, DE c 50.12 eV.

indications for C diffusion from GaAs to InP were found in
the SIMS spectra. Although C is a p-type dopant in GaAs, it
shows an amphoteric behavior in InP, which causes some
difficulty to judge its role on the electrical properties. Since
all samples showed low resistance and voltage drops, it is
concluded that carbon in the measured concentration does
not deteriorate the electrical behavior. SIMS measurements
also revealed some oxygen at the fused interface. The area
density of oxygen was 2.531014 cm22, which is not sufficient to form a continuous oxygen film between InP and
GaAs.
The evaluation of the wafer fused interfaces that involved the InP:Be sample was complicated by large variations over the sample area. The Be concentration measured
by SIMS in the bulk material as well as at the fused interface
varied by a factor of two or more. Similar variations were
found for electrical properties such as the voltage drop at
reverse bias. From those findings, we conclude that low temperature grown InP, which can be produced by CBE or
GSMBE, is not suitable for wafer fusion. This material degrades during the fusion process when it is exposed to high
pressure and temperature. It is therefore very difficult to
draw any conclusion on the role of Be on the electrical characteristics of wafer-fused heterojunctions. However, none of
the samples in the InP:Be/GaAs series produced as low voltage drops or electrical resistance as the InP:Zn/GaAs
samples. The indication that InP:Zn samples are more suitable for low resistive wafer fused interfaces than InP:Be
could be related to the strong tendency of Zn to diffuse in
InP and GaAs.33
The HRTEM results visualized the excellent crystalline
quality of the fused junctions. The large lattice mismatch
between GaAs and InP of 3.7% is accommodated by a set of
edge dislocations with a dislocation spacing of 10 nm. Planview experiments revealed a 10° off-angle between the edge
dislocations and the @110# direction caused by a slight misalignment between both samples. Although it is known, that
the alignment between wafer fused samples can influence the
electrical properties,34 it is believed, that the measured twist
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 83, No. 2, 15 January 1998

angle of 0.5° is much too small to cause an increased electrical resistance. It is also worth noting that the results confirm that the wafer fusion process produces no or very few
threading dislocations. Threading dislocations that are generated, e.g., by the metamorphic growth of GaAs on InP, degrade the optical properties of the material by scattering or
diffraction. Furthermore their ability to propagate through
the device structure can have severe implications on the reliability of, e.g., a VCSEL.
In the series of different GaAs doping levels, the lowest
voltage drop in forward and reverse direction was reproducibly achieved with the lowest doping level of 1
31018 cm23. Increasing the acceptor concentration increased the voltage drop, which decreased again at even
higher doping. This behavior was independent of the GaAs p
dopant. The asymmetry in the I – V curves in forward and
reverse bias voltage could be modeled by assuming a positive charge density at the fused interface. In order to also
describe the doping dependence, it was further assumed, that
the interface charge increases with the acceptor concentration but saturates at about 5.531018 cm23 at higher doping.
The same model using a slightly increasing charge density
with temperature could describe the temperature dependent
I – V curves. The nature of the charged interface defect is not
known, but it is must be expected that it involves the interaction of several different energy states.
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